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ABSTRACT

A means of quantifying the cluttering effects of symbols is needed to evaluate the impact of displaying an
increasing volume of information on aviation displays such as head-up displays. Human visual perception
has been successfully modeled by algorithms that process an image through a bank of visual filters for a 
range of spatial frequencies and orientations. The model proposed here derives a vector of "feature 
density" values from these filtered images where each value represents the degree to which the image 
contains a particular spatial frequency and orientation. Differences in these feature densities between a 
target and a context is used to calculate the degree the target is salient relative to the context.
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INTRODUCTION

Advanced technology is bringing an increasing volume of information to the flight deck that must be 
displayed in the relatively limited area of the flight deck displays. Display symbols must be designed such
that the symbols are salient, and thus easy to read, but not so dominant that they create clutter by visually 
interfering with other significant objects. The compromises a designer must make between salience and 
clutter can be seen in head-up displays (HUDs), which are quite sensitive to the cluttering effects of 
symbology (e.g., Ververs and Wickens, 1998). While qualitative design guidelines emphasize minimizing
HUD clutter (Newman, 1995), new technologies such as enhanced vision systems imply HUDs will 
required to display even more information. Designers and other display evaluators would be greatly aided
if a means of quantifying the level of clutter were available so that the salience of symbols can be more 
optimally balanced.

A MODEL TO CALCULATE VISUAL SALIENCE

Salience as Average Color Difference

As a first approximation, assume a monochrome display, as is the case with current aviation HUDs. The 
degree a monochrome target, o (i.e., a HUD symbol), is salient with respect to a context, i, is related to 
the color contrast between the color of the target and the color of the context, where color includes both 
luminance and chromatic components. The perceptual difference in any two colors can be represented by 
their Euclidean distance in L*u*v* space (Wyszeski and Stiles, 1982). It is assumed that perceptual 
salience has an inverse exponential relationship to perceptual color difference. Thus, the salience of target
o in the context of i should be related to average salience of the color differences of each point of i:

Soi(0) =     [    1 –  exp ( – β pΔ,xy ) dx dy ]1
Ai ,

where Ai is the area of the context for the target, pΔ,xy is the L*u*v* distance between the target color
and the color of a point at coordinates x and y in the context, and β is  a constant to be empirically 
determined.
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This inverse exponential relationship implies that after a certain level of color contrast, additional 
contrast has little effect on human performance, which is consistent with experimental research on HUDs 
(Weintraub and Ensing, 1992).

An application of this formula is illustrated in Figure 1, where a HUD symbol, a Bray-style flight 
path marker (FPM) (Weintraub and Ensing, 1992), is compared to uniform backgrounds of 0%, 75%, and 
87% gray. In this example, the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color values of the background images were 
assumed to be of the sRGB color space (International Electrotechnical Commission, 1999) in order to 
convert them to L*u*v* difference distances.  The resulting Soi(0)'s are shown, where higher value 
represents greater salience. The parameter β was rather arbitrarily set to 0.05. In practice, this value would
be determined by fitting the model to human performance.

(a) (b) (c)

Target and Context  
Note: For printing 
purposes, a black rather 
than bright green FPM 
is used. 

Context gray scale 0% 75% 87%

Soi(0) 0.993 0.729 0.372

Figure 1. Calculated salience that compares average background color to target color.

The calculated salience agrees with intuition; the value of Soi(0) decreases as the contrast between 
the target and its context decreases. However, Soi(0) itself does not take into account the cluttering effects 
of any visual features that may reside within the context. In a HUD, these features may represent 
variations in the background texture (e.g., features of cloud or terrain), objects within the out the window 
(OTW) scene (e.g., traffic and runways), other nearby HUD symbols, and possibly overlaying textures 
from an enhanced vision or synthetic vision system. Consider Figure 2. The value of Soi(0) for (a) is about
the same as (b). However, one would probably expect the target in (b) to be more difficult to see. Thus, in
addition to Soi(0), one needs to account for the degree the context has features similar in shape and color 
to the target.

(a) (b)

Target and context

Soi(0) 0.729 0.752

Figure 2. Failure of average color difference in accounting for cluttering effects of texture.

Salience as Differences in Features

In artificial intelligence research, certain successful models of computational visual feature detection are 
based on results from low-level human and primate visual perception studies (Doll, McWhorter, 
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Wasilewski, and Schmieder, 1998; Wilson, 1991). These models analyze an image for a range of spatial 
frequencies and orientations (Bergen and Landy, 1989). The greater a target differs from its context in the
amplitudes of the spatial frequencies across the orientations, the more salient the target (Itti, Koch, and 
Niebur, 1998). 

Specifically, let I be a two-dimensional array representing the perceptual salience of each pixel in 
an image compared to the target's color (i.e., 1 – exp ( – β pΔ,xy )), where the image may be the context or 
the target itself. Given a monochrome and transparent HUD, the array element values for any HUD 
symbol, including the target, are all 0 except for the background, which is set to 1, so the array represents 
the HUD symbol against a high contrast background. 

The features of an image with respect to the target's color are then quantified as illustrated in Figure
3.
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Figure 3. Algorithm for feature detection. 

First, a range of frequencies for the spatial filtering is accomplished by building a "pyramid" of 
images of successively lower frequency ν, where each successive image Iν/2 is half the width and height of
its predecessor Iν. This done by first blurring a copy of the predecessor image as follows:

Iblurred  =  Iν * b * bT ,    b = { 0.05, 0.25, 0.40, 0.25, 0.05 }.
Then shrinking it to half its dimensions by summing the value of each set of four adjacent pixels: 

pν/2, x/2, y/2  = ( pblurred,xy  +  pblurred,x+1,y  +  pblurred,xy+1   +  pblurred,x+1,y+1 ),

where pxy is a pixel at position (x,y) in I.
This is done four times resulting in five octaves of frequency filtering, spanning the detectors for 

spatial frequencies found in the visual cortex (Wilson and Gelb, 1984).  
Then, four spatially filtered arrays are generated for each frequency by convolving the array first 

by a five-element Gaussian vector then an orthogonal three-element approximately Gaborian vector.  This
is done for vectors angled at 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees, which again roughly corresponds to detectors in 
the cortex. An absolute value is taken of the resulting element values. For example, the 0 degree filtering 
of an image corresponding to spatial frequency ν is:

Iν,0 =  | Iν * b * gT | ,    g = { -0.5, 1.0, -0.5 }.
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While the 90 degree filtering is:

Iν,90  =  | Iν * bT * g |.
Thus, for each input image I, the image analysis yields 20 output arrays, Iνθ (5 frequencies · 4 

orientations). In a sense, high values of the elements of Iνθ represent an edge at orientation θ where image 
color changes with respect to the target color. For the same L*u*v* distances, changes towards the target 
color are weighted more than changes away owing to the transforming the L*u*v* distances by 1 – exp 
( – β pΔ,xy ). Uniform images have no edges, so all elements of such a Iνθ are 0. 

Let the feature density of an image fi,νθ, represent the degree that image i has features per unit area 
of spatial frequency ν and orientation θ that are similar in color to the target color. This is calculated by 
summing all array elements, pνθ,xy, of Iνθ and dividing by the area of the image, Ai:

1
Ai

fi,νθ = Σ Σ pνθ,xyx    y .
In this manner, the 20 feature density values are calculated for both the target and its context. Let 

Soi(ν,θ) be the salience of target o in context image i with respect to features of ν and θ. For a target that 
overlays and combines with the context, much as a HUD symbol would combine with the OTW view or 
enhanced vision system imagery, target salience is considered to be proportional to the degree the target 
adds features to the context:

Soi(ν,θ) = wνθ
  fo,νθ

( fo,νθ +  fi,νθ) ,
where wνθ is an empirically derived weight representing the significance of the corresponding 

feature in perceptions of salience. Note that when o is compared to a featureless uniform context, i, each 
Soi(ν,θ) simply equals wνθ.

For a target that is presented proximal to the context, such as a HUD symbol with respect to other 
HUD symbols, target salience is considered to be proportional to the degree the target has different 
features from the context, weighted by a function of the target and context spatial separation d(i,o):

Soi(ν,θ) = d(i,o) wνθ

|  fo,νθ –  fi,νθ |

( fo,νθ +  fi,νθ) .
Overall, the salience of a target o with respect to the context i is the combined effects of Soi(0) and 

all Soi(ν,θ). That is, the salience of the features must be weighted by the background salience, 
compensating, in a sense, for the salience of target's background pixels being set to 1.0. Thus, total 
salience, Soi, is:

Soi = Soi(0) Σ Σ Soi(ν,θ)
ν   θ .

MODEL PERFORMANCE

As a demonstration of this model, consider Figure 4. With the FPM symbol acting as the target and three 
backgrounds of varying clutter each acting as contexts, Soi(0) and ΣΣSoi(ν,θ) are calculated with respect to 
the target's color. Relatively arbitrary parameters are used: all wνθ = 0.05, β = 0.05.

As can be seen in Figure 4 moving from (a) to (c), Soi(0) decreases as more cluttering features are 
added to the context, as the average color becomes darker and thus more like the color of the target (i.e., 
black). Note also how the ΣΣSoi(ν,θ) sharply decreases with additional features, with the total calculated 
salience of Figure 4(c) being 0.274. Contrast that now to Figure 2(a), for which Soi(0) =  0.729, and 
ΣΣSoi(ν,θ) = 1 (all 20 Soi(ν,θ) = wν,θ = 0.05), resulting in a substantially higher calculated overall salience 
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of 0.729. Indeed, using these arbitrary parameters, Figure 4(c) is rated as less salient than even Figure 1(c)
(total salience = 0.372), which more or less corresponds to intuition.

(a) (b) (c)

Target and context

Soi(0) 0.988 0.920 0.752

Σ Σ Soi(ν,θ) 0.926 0.591 0.364

Total Salience 0.916 0.544 0.274

Figure 4. Salience calculated from differences in average color and features.

As another illustration, consider Figure 5. Here, average grayscale and Soi(0) for the contexts are 
relatively constant and only the features of each context are varied. The context for Figure 5(a), 
dominated by high vertical frequencies, has few features in common with the FPM, so the model rates the
FPM to be more salient there. In contrast, the FPM has strong diagonal features of high to low 
frequencies, and thus the salience is rated lower in Figure 5(b). This is fairly consistent with intuition; a 
better correspondence to human experience can be expected with more systematic parameter fitting. 

(a) (b)

Target and context

Average grayscale 67% 67%

Soi(0) 0.665 0.694

Σ Σ Soi(ν,θ) 0.568 0.343

Total Salience 0.378 0.238

Figure 5. Effects of different features on calculated salience, holding average color difference constant.

CONCLUSION

The model presented here performs in accordance with one’s intuition in accounting for the degree clutter
interferes with symbol salience, suggesting that this approach is promising. The final verdict will depend 
on experimental validation in which the model's predictions will be compared to human performance. 
Before it can be used to evaluate actual HUDs, however, a number of details need to be addressed. 
Firstly, the spatial separation function d(i,o) must be specified. Secondly, most objects viewed in and/or 
through a HUD vary in shape and color, thus ultimately a sample of representative of images for each 
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object is necessary. Thirdly, for the sake of fast processing, it is preferred if one can evaluate the feature 
densities, fi,νθ, of each component of the context then somehow calculate their joint effect on each target; 
this calculation may be effectively approximated by a simple sum of the individual effects. Fourthly, in 
actual HUDs, the true color of HUD symbology is affected by the color of the background. Furthermore, 
HUDs are designed to vary in brightness to maintain a constant contrast ratio. The significance of these 
characteristics needs to be addressed. These characteristics may simplify the implementation of the 
model: a constant contrast ratio implies the luminance contribution to Soi(0) is constant so that one only 
needs to estimate the chromatic differences between the OTW view and the HUD symbols.

If successful, this approach can ultimately be generalized to other aviation displays such as 
navigation displays. Application to more traditional aviation displays may be on the one hand simpler, as 
most aviation displays have a uniform background (typically black). On the other hand, most aviation 
displays are not monochrome, implying a need to evaluate the salience of each object with respect to 
multiple target colors.
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